DATES TO REMEMBER

Kia ora, Talofa lava, afio mai, ˈnʌməsteɪ , pai ata, Kuja hapa, greetings, สวัสดี, 欢迎 and
malo e lelei,

TERM DATES 2020

I am sure you were as pleased as I was to hear the Prime Minister’s announcement
about moving to Level 1. We now have most of our school community back along with
many new families who have moved to the area. Welcome back everyone and welcome to our new families. In the past we have sent out school reports by the end of this
term. COVID-19 has meant we are now going to write and send out the reports in Term
3 Week 4 - Thursday August 13. This will give teachers time to reassess and provide
accurate information around your child's learning. There will be a further report at the
end of the year to give you all a final result for achievement over the year.

TERM 2

TERMS 3 & 4

20 July—25 September

Thank you all for helping us maintain our systems and processes during all the lockdown levels. We will be keeping some of the systems and processes in place, as they
are working well and helping keep all staff and students safe.

6 Aug

Here is what will remain in place

School Photos

12th October—16th Dec

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU PICK
UP YOUR CHILD NO LATER THAN
3:10PM EACH DAY

•
•
•
•

lunch orders will be collected from the classroom
drop off and pick up will still be just outside the classroom
please continue to keep your child home if sick

hand washing and hand sanitiser will continue to be supplied and used when entering classrooms at all times.
If you need to see a teacher please contact them to make an appointment.
What is changing

•

we can now look forward to inter-school and community sport, cultural events and
performances in terms 3 and 4.

Thank you for your support in keeping us all safe
Ngā mihi

Margaret Samson (Principal)
EDMONTON SCHOOL OSCAR PROGRAM
For more information about before school, after school care and holiday program or enrolment forms
please contact the
Office Ph 8389318 or Claire Busby 027 550 5197

ONLINE LUNCH ORDERING
If you are paying for your child's lunch order online, can you please make sure it is paid on the same day or the night prior.
This makes it much easier to reconcile.
Many Thanks

In Room 11 we have been learning about Sandra Silberzweig who is a contemporary abstract artist. She is
from Canada. She uses all the elements of art in her work. The elements of art are the following: line, shape,
colour, value, form, texture, space, balance, contrast, emphasis, movement, pattern, movement rhythm and unity.
She lives with her husband and has two adult sons. She is a contemporary painter of Visionary Outsider Art,
and has been painting all her life. University educated in the Arts, but self-taught in painting, Silberzweig has
explored the many facets of the Fine Arts industry.
Silberzweig's artistic style reflects her lifelong struggle with many various forms of Synesthesia, a condition
that can be debilitating at times due to its involuntary sensory overload. It is a neurological phenomenon and
remains a complex and mysterious disorder.
Therefore, as part of this learning we have developed some contemporary self-portraits. In these, we have
practised using the elements of art. Here are some of our portraits.

